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Similar to most of yu-Gi-Oj! Games that Konami has published over the past five years or so, Nightmare Troubadour for Nintendo DS aims to achieve the familiar goal of re-creating the real world of Yu-Gi-Oh! collectible card game. Nightmare Troubadour is somewhat more successful than many of its predecessors to this end, thanks to the attractive textbook
system and tactile advantage inherent in Nintendo DS hardware. You will drop against Yugi, Joey and other recognizable duels in Nightmare Troubadour. The Nightmare Troubadour doesn't spend much time installing, and within minutes of downloading the game you find yourself in the role of a young novice duel scrolling through the city in search of other
duels before the battle. There's competition all over the place, but you'll have to use your duel radar to ferret them, which requires you to drag your cursor around the map of the city with your stylus until the cursor starts to beep red. This would have a more exciting effect if your potential opponents' choices weren't limited to your current level of experience.
Once you've found a match, the game quickly makes it easier for yu-gi-oh acquaintances! Territory. A quick ro-sham-bo game is played to determine who will take the first turn and then you are brought to the standard Yu-Gi-Oh! memory card tables. Hence the game is fundamentally indistinguishable from any other Yu-Gi-Oh! Card games - Every player
armed with a monster deck, traps and spell cards tries to knock their opponent's strike points to zero. Mechanically, however, the game feels less abstract than in previous console incarnations, thanks largely to the touchscreen support of this version. There's just something about using a stylus to physically click on cards to activate them, making the card
game feel less imitated. In the past, if you didn't know how to play the game, you either figured it out through trial and error, or chances are you just didn't play at all. The Troubadour nightmare makes things much more appealing to the incoordinate with a small library of extremely useful tutorials that can be accessed at any time when you're not in a real duel.
These written textbooks cover everything from basic rules and terminology to more advanced strategies. While tutorials can be a bit time-tight, they can also be incredibly useful for first-timers. In addition to these noninteractive tutorials, there is a series of puzzle matches where you are presented with a confusing scenario in which you will have to use a
specific strategy to successfully complete. Whether you're a beginner or not, these puzzle matches are a good way to hone your skills. If playing against an artificial intelligent opponent is not your thing, you can also go head-to-head with another player wirelessly, assuming another player has his own copy of Nightmare Wireless support for two players is
pretty standard, allowing you to stage matches and trading cards with other players. At the end of both puzzle matches and regular duels, you're rewarded with points that can be spent on booster packs at your local card shop. You're immediately shown which cards you've received in your package booster when buying, but actually use these new cards you'll
have to go into the deck editing system and add them to your live deck. The deck editing system is not as transparent as the actual card game, and there are many options for displaying and sorting cards. It may take a while to figure out exactly how to move cards between your live deck and chest backup cards, let alone figure out exactly what, that's what
you're looking for. Touching cards with a stylus helps make the game feel a little more real. The look of the game, in general, is not particularly impressive, and it usually chooses functionality over the visual panache. When you view a city map, the bottom screen looks like a typical municipal map, while the top screen displays a simple picture that gives you a
general feel for the neighborhood you're viewing. You'll see a decent picture of your opponent before moving into the match, but by the end of time you're just looking at the card table. The biggest effort to add some spark to the visuals comes in pre-recreated 3D versions of monster maps that appear on the top screen. Quite frankly, these models don't look
as good as the card art on which they are based, and it doesn't help that their animation is limited to some scary snubs. The sound is equally pedestrian, cannibalizing almost all of its menu sounds and innocent background music from whatever centralized sound library Konami uses for all of its Yu-Gi-Oh! Games. In addition to the Nightmare Troubadour
clever use of touchscreen on DS and its useful tutorials, the biggest factor working in its favor is that Konami has not yet knocked down half a dozen other Yu-Gi-Oh! Games for Nintendo DS... Still. But, even if Nightmare Troubadour weren't the only game in town, it would still be an acceptable choice for those just looking for some decent card battles for their
DS. In my opinion, the first truly great Yu-Gi-Oh! portable game. Touch controls work to perfection, both screens are very useful, and in my opinion the first really great Yu-Gi-Oh! portable game. Touch controls work to perfection, both screens are very useful and the tutorial mode is comprehensive on all aspects of the game (up to this point). The visuals are
only decent, with the monster causing the animation looking pretty beautiful (especially the maps of God), but they don't quite use the full power of DS. One player revolves around the virtual world and battles the city's story arc of the original series 3, and enough is enough (It took me a few weeks to finish). The sound is surprisingly nice to hear and I've never
been annoyed with quality or tone. The multiplayer game is well done without flaws at all talking about duel or trade. Alignment is effective and is not a pain that makes me grind forever, as well as earning new cards does not require a bunch of repeating play. I would like to see an unlocked feature for those who choose to keep playing after unlocking
everything (maybe the ability to use two or more banned cards in the deck?), but otherwise there's not much else to complain about. AI is also pretty clever when dueling and I haven't seen them make too many stupid mistakes. Available for beginners, and great for fans of the original series and their own duel style. 8.7/10 for me.... Expand Review Reviews
(2) Media Gallery (4) Q&amp;amp;A A Use the following tools to refine your search by displaying reviews with only a certain number of star ratings or displaying reviews only from a specific period of time. For example, click on 1 star to simply display reviews we've got 1 star rating click or Over the past month to display only reviews posted over the past
month. Last month (out of 0 reviews) Over the past 6 months (out of 0 reviews) Over the past 12 months (out of 0 reviews) staff review | Reviews | News | Guides | Forums | Login | Sign up Want your Yu-Gi-oh! Go? Want duels and wireless trading cards? Want to test the ability of your eyes to look at two screens at once? Yu-Gi-O! Nightmare Troubadour is
trying to give what you want and more. Although he was compared to RPG, Yu-Gi-oi! games do not have much to do with its closest virtual competitor, Pokemon (in terms of popularity). The gameplay is true to the real game and wastes no time in a story that could potentially turn off younger gamers. Game Boy Advance games are notorious for this, and
they're also notorious for watering gameplay that's suitable for all ages. The Nightmare Troubadour, however, was not made for The Boy Advance Game. It was developed exclusively for the Nintendo DS, whose supporters are significantly older than the average GBA player. As a result, I can't use words like simple and cakewalk to describe the game. I am
forced to follow words such as hard and complex - words that are not usually found in pocket names. Those who know Yu-Gi-oh! will be good to bang with new touch controls. It's not an original idea (all you do is tap the screen to select the maps you want to use), but it had to be adapted. The gameplay is much faster and more life-loving than ever before.
Did you just say life-loving? Yes, I did! When I have to pick up cards (an element that exists in the real world) with a D-pad or analog this action does not feel very real. Since I physically can not comply hand to screen and process cards, the next best thing is having a screen that I can touch. It's a small edition, but it makes the zillion game better times. It's all
but mandatory that new DS games are enjoyed by both screens, which explains the division between feature (gameplay) and action (video). You already know what the bottom screen is for. At the top shows the power of your cards comes to life. Some creatures are 2D and semi-pixel, while summoning monsters are made of polygon and look pretty decent in
3D. Also new to the DS sequel is the touch map. The feature didn't sound too interesting on paper (it's not that exciting in the game either), but they've been hyping it for months. They say you can search dueling lists by touching the map. What they really mean is that by sliding the stylus across the screen, the players will eventually find someone new to
battle. Wait for the circular icon to change color, and then tap the circle twice as fast as it happens. The child will challenge you, perhaps with a cap or two, to make sure you will accept. It's an improvement on what most games use - random battles - but it's hardly innovative. New features mean new experiences, but overall it's not a huge departure from the
latest Yu-Gi-Oh! Game. When I said a lot more, I meant a lot more of the same thing. don't let it turn you off – game blast once you're a few hours into it. But keep that in mind.   Nightmare Troubadour follows the same rules as the real game. Yu-Gi-O! players are obviously welcome, but outsiders can be intimidated by the wealth of choices available to them.
On the one hand, this is not an easy game whose card has the highest number. There are many variables that make the Nightmare Troubadour difficult to pick up without prior experience. To put this into perspective, let's compare it to another battle/collector game: Pokémon. Pokémon started with a handful of types of monsters: earth, wind, fire, water, ghost,
etc. Nightmare Troubadour has 20: dragon, warrior, machine and reptile, as well as variations on those featured in Pokémon. It also has six spell effects and six monster attributes. The tutorial was included for those who really want to understand the complexity of the game. It's a long read and doesn't include step-by-step explanations or individual interactive
demos that show you how it's done and then allows the player to copy. These are common tutorial features, although they were not common enough (apparently) to do so here.   It's upsetting, but I'm willing to forgive and forget. The Nightmare Troubadour was made for one kind of gamer: someone who loves Yu-Gi-Oh! You need to know how to like it. For
those who don't know it: do your best to learn it. Don't you want to? That's cool. We don't mind having fun for ourselves. Duplicate No, this is yu-gi-oh's best pocket! The game is still. If you haven't played through one up now is the best time to start. Review Scoring Details for Yu-Gi-Oh! Nightmare Troubadour Gameplay: 7.5 More than 1,000 cards are
available to collect and battle with, opening the door to many more opportunities than if you were playing a game with actual cards. You'll have to purchase lots of decks to get that much! Wireless Multiplayer ensures that the fun isn't over once the credits roll. With the exception of causing monsters, the Nightmare Troubadour graphics are way below average.
I don't expect a visual feast from a virtual card game, but I'd like a little more color from the world map. It's two-dimensional and less detailed than GPS reads. Sound: 8.0 Excellent stereo sound, crystal clear effects, and high-quality soundtrack make me wish I'd never had to listen to another Game Advance Boy game again. DS games like this are what the
system beat. A new challenge awaits yu-Gi-Oh! masters, while beginners do not know what impressed them. The introductory tutorial is very complicated. Only those with some knowledge of how the game is played will instantly understand it. Everyone else will be left scratching their heads, wondering if there's an easy way to break into the game. (In case
you missed the rest, if review: no, no.) Apart from using a stylus for combat, none of the touch or double-screen features were necessary. They change (marginally) but don't improve gameplay in the smallest bit. Need multiple game cards? No! Now I have to wait for all my family and friends to buy the game before I can fully enjoy the multiplayer experience.
Yu-Gi-O! Nightmare Troubadour is very similar to a real game card. First, you have to go through the process of learning how to play. Once you've learned how to play, you have to go through the process of persuading others to join in the fun. This game is intended for sharing. The best thing about the Troubadour nightmare is that, whether your friends are
in it or not, there is a long list of battles waiting to be conquered. Or wait to win you over. Computer-controlled opponents are uneasy. They will not succumb to the skills of beginners very easily. Those who fight until they win will feel strong and be much better gamers than those lucky. With this game, however, there is no luck. Good luck.
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